The paper describes time-optimal control of construction transport systems with suspended loads, for example gantry type robots. Permissible oscillations of the loads are restricted because of safety requirements while transporting, especially at the end point. A mathematical model of such systems is presented as a pendulum attached by a suspension to a rigid robot body. The time-optimal control consists of transferring the system from an arbitrary initial state to a final state without oscillations of the loads. A control function is velocity of the body. This velocity is bounded. The length of the suspension can be changed while transporting of the load. The optimal motion modes are described. The theoretical switch lines and their approximations are obtained. An implementation of the control system for the start with stopping oscillations, motion without oscillations and the braking with stopping oscillation at the set end point is presented. Simulation results are discussed.
ANTI-SWAY CONTROL OF SUSPENDED LOADS
Control problems for construction robotic systems with oscillating elements arise in automation of transportation of different suspended construction loads.
Examples of such transportation systems are gantry type robots and robotic cranes. Permissible oscillations of the loads are restricted because of safety requirements while transporting, especially at the end point.
Anti-sway control of suspended loads on shipboard robotic cranes was explored in [1] . Inverse kinematics and sliding mode control approaches were applied in this task. Methods and apparatuses for reducing the oscillatory motion of rotary crane payloads during operator-commanded or computer-controlled maneuvers were investigated in [2] . An input-shaping filter receives input signals from multiple operator input devices and converts them into output signals readable by the crane controller for damping the payload tangential and radial sway associated with rotation of the jib.
In this paper, the time-optimal anti-sway control problem is considered. The developed control system can decrease time and increase effectiveness of transportation. The control takes into account changing of the suspension length during transportation. It implements a three step motion mode: start with stopping oscillations, motion without oscillation and braking with stopping oscillation.
The mathematical model of the considered transport system is shown in Figure 1 .
It consists of a suspension with the construction load of mass m. The suspension by length L is attached to a rigid body of the transport system. The body can move with velocity V along the horizontal axis X.
Figure 1 Model of the Transport System
The dynamic equations of the system motion for small oscillations in the vertical plane are given [3] by
where x motion coordinate, ϕ angle of oscillations, g gravity acceleration, ω horizontal acceleration of the suspension point P. The velocity is bounded by the condition
where Vmax is the maximal possible velocity of the transport system.
The feedback problem of the start with stopping load oscillations and motion without load oscillation is as follow: it is necessary to transfer the system (1), (2) This difference can be reduced if permissible accuracy at the end point of transportation is set by means of a dead zone for the drive system control. It accelerates the process of control also. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
A block diagram of the control system is shown in Figure 3 . The object to be controlled is a mobile transport system (TS) with the suspended load. The control parameter is the transport system velocity. It is necessary to control only the sign of the velocity, since its absolute value V max is the same for the stationary regime in both directions for many types of such transport system with the suspended load [4] .
The system operates as follows. An angle sensor (AS) generates the signal proportional to the angular velocity of the load oscillations by a differentiator (D). This signal is subtracted from the output signal of a transport system's linear velocity sensor (LVS).
As result, the signal corresponding to the velocity of the load is produced. The linear velocity V of the transport system is used for determination of the covered distance x. This value is formed by an integrator (I). The value x f is an initial point of the braking mode. It is calculated in advance assuming that the suspension length is not changing while braking and there are no load oscillations at this point [5] . This situation is real because the distance of braking is relatively short and the mode with stopping oscillations is implemented before.
The values of the current coordinate x and the value x f are compared. If the value A drive system changes direction of its output velocity according to a sign of the described input control signal. As a result, the system implements anti-sway control for the suspended load transportation taking into account variable suspension length.
